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Abstract—Several push-pull hybrid peer-to-peer (P2P) video
live streaming schemes introduce data-driven push trees into
the pull scheme and have a short playback delay while being
robust against peer churn, but the substrate Internet utilization
remains unaddressed. In this paper, we propose TreeClimber,
a network-driven robust push-pull scheme for large-scale P2P
video live streaming applications. The scheme ﬁrst constructs a
neighbourhood overlay with short edges and a small diameter,
then uses a robust distributed algorithm to build a short tree
on the overlay. We have implemented a discrete-event simulator
to examine TreeClimber and a comparative data-driven scheme.
Results show that TreeClimber achieves high network utilization
while having better or similar playback delay and robustness.

I. I NTRODUCTION
P2P video live streaming schemes can be classiﬁed into push
and pull schemes [1]. In push schemes, peers self-organize
into multicast trees and try to optimize a cost function. Push
schemes have a short delay, but loops may occur and packets
may be duplicated or lost in the presence of peer churn. Pull
schemes are also called swarming-based schemes because they
use swarming techniques, or data-driven schemes because pull
operations are driven by availability of chunks in neighbours.
In pull schemes, the video is split into ﬁxed-length chunks.
Peers exchange buffer maps that describe which chunks they
have and pull missing chunks from one another. Since a peer
can obtain a chunk from any neighbour, pull schemes are
robust against peer churn. However, pull schemes have a long
playback delay due to the buffer map advertisement interval
and arbitrary chunk arrival order. References [2]–[4] introduce
push trees into pull schemes. In addition to pulling chunks
that neighbours have, peers also request neighbours to push
future chunks. The tree-building algorithms are also datadriven, i.e., a peer chooses its parent according to the buffer
maps of neighbours at the current time and/or the history it
receives from neighbours. Data-driven tree-building algorithms
preserve the robustness of pull schemes because an orphaned
peer can immediately pick another neighbour as parent and
pull lost chunks. Push operations reduce the playback delay.
However, substrate Internet utilization remains unaddressed.
In this paper, we propose TreeClimber, a network-driven
push-pull scheme for large-scale P2P video live streaming applications which, compared with data-driven push-pull
schemes, achieves high network utilization while having better
or similar playback delay and robustness. The scheme ﬁrst
constructs a neighbourhood overlay that have short edges and
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a small diameter, then uses a robust Distance-Vector (DV)style routing protocol to build a short tree on the overlay. Peers
have small path costs to the server due to short overlay edges
and less path hops; the latter also leads to a smaller playback
delay. Our contributions include (1) a distributed robust treebuilding algorithm that maintains a short tree in the presence
of peer churn on an arbitrary-sized overlay, and (2) a networkdriven approach of push-pull schemes that utilizes the substrate
Internet efﬁciently in addition to a small playback delay and
high robustness. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses related work. Section III presents the
scheme. Section IV evaluates the scheme and comparative
schemes. Section V concludes.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing push-pull schemes [2]–[5] have similar pull mechanism. They mainly differ in push tree and neighbourhood
overlay construction. In [2], peers consider the volume of trafﬁc they have received from neighbours during the last interval
to select parents; peers must have synchronized clocks. In [3],
peers consider neighbours’ proceeding positions in the video
to select parents. Reference [4] exploits the phenomenon that
“older” peers have a higher probability to stay longer and use
older peers to build a “treebone”. The push mechanism (and
the simulator) in [5] is the same as [2] with one modiﬁcation—
a peer accepts children up to its upload bandwidth.
The neighbourhood overlay is constructed to be a random
graph in [3], [4]. In [2], a new peer selects some neighbours
randomly and some by round trip time (RTT) from its membership table. This measure only marginally improves network
utilization; because of the small membership table size in
contrast to the population, the probability of nearby peers
being selected is small. In [5], a new peer i selects neighbours
from its membership table according to a function, which is
the ratio of the residual bandwidth of a neighbour over the
delay to the server directly or via the neighbour, to reduce the
playback delay. How peers adapt to peer churn to keep the
function minimized is not given in [5].
Pull schemes [6], [7] build multicast trees on an unstructured
overlay using network metrics. In [6], peers start with a
random tree and swap parents to satisfy peers’ load target to
improve throughput and reduce delays. In [7], peers run a DVstyle protocol to construct a unicast routing table of the overlay
and form trees using reverse unicast paths. Both schemes avoid
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neighbours.sort by hops()
h ← neighbours.f ront().hops
for i in neighbours do
if i.hops = h then break
if i is parent then return i
if i is not child then cp.insert(i)
return cp.at(rand() % cp.size())
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loops by appending path information to routing updates to
neighbours. Recovery of lost packets is not addressed.

if s is child or has spare bandwidth() then
send(s, ACCEP T )
else
d ← calc disown target(s)
if d = s then
send(s, ACCEP T )
send(d, DISOW N )
else send(s, REJECT )

III. T REE C LIMBER
A peer has four components. The overlay module constructs
the neighbourhood overlay. Many schemes that ﬁnd nearby
peers on the Internet exist, and the distance can be deﬁned
in many ways. TreeClimber is capable of functioning with
any scheme. In this paper, we use the scheme in [8]. Each
peer has a virtual network coordinate, obtained by measuring
RTTs to a set of landmark hosts; the distance between peers
can be calculated using their coordinates. Interested readers
are referred to [8] for details. The subscription module builds
a short tree on the overlay. The pull module pulls missing
chunks close to playback deadlines. The buffer module stores
recently received chunks and feeds the media player. The video
server is a peer that neither subscribes nor pulls chunks from
other peers. The tracker provides membership tables to peers.
A. Neighbourhood Overlay Construction
A new peer browses a website to obtain the IP address of the
server and tracker. The new peer reports its network coordinate
to and obtains a membership table of size Mp from the tracker.
A peer contacts the tracker for more peers if its table size drops
to a certain level; typically, it contacts the tracker only once.
The new peer randomly selects neighbours from the table, and
try to maintain 1.5up (minimum 4) neighbours, where up is
the peer’s upload bandwidth. Bandwidth is expressed in units
of the streaming rate in this paper.
The tracker maintains a repository of size Mt . The repository is large enough to be a representative sample of the whole
population, i.e., given a peer p, the distribution of peers in the
repository is the same as in the population with respect to the
distance to peer p. Upon receiving a membership table request
from a peer p, the tracker uses a greedy algorithm to select
peers with the shortest distance to peer p and possibly add
p to its repository. The tracker also selects a small number
of peers randomly. The randomness helps to prevent system
partition and reduce the diameter of the overlay. On average,
M
a peer’s neighbours are among the top Mpt of the population
with respect to distance to the peer. The Meridian project [9]
measured delays between 2500 × 2500 hosts on the Internet.

Fig. 3.

Subscription Request Handling

The average delay is 77 ms for all the edges and 7.8 ms for
the shortest 5% edges. A repository of several thousands of
peers is representative enough and can be handled by a PC.
B. Pull Operations
Each chunk has a unique sequence number. Each peer
maintains a sliding window a recently received chunks and
advertise its buffer map to neighbours every interval of length
Tbma . Peers only pull chunks from neighbours that they think
will not arrive before deadlines. Every interval of length
Tpull , a peer requests all the missing chunks in the emergency window, which consists of chunks approaching playback
deadlines. The targets of requests are randomly chosen from
neighbours. Upon receiving a pull request, a peer replies with
the chunk if it has spare bandwidth; it rejects otherwise.
C. Push Tree Building and Maintenance
TreeClimber provides a heuristic algorithm to build a degree
bounded shortest path tree (DBSPT). When peers have enough
bandwidth, the resulting tree is a shortest path tree (SPT).
The tree repairing mechanism in TreeClimber is as robust
as data-driven schemes in the presence of peer churn—an
orphaned peer can immediately pick another neighbour as
parent and pull lost chunks. TreeClimber differs from a typical
DV routing protocol in three aspects. First, peers exchange
tree-hops, the hops of the path from a peer to the server along
the push tree, rather than overlay hops. In Fig. 1, peer 4’s hops
is 1 and tree-hops is 3. Second, the routing protocol itself has
no explicit mechanisms, such as exchanging path information
or poison-reverse, to avoid loops. TreeClimber keeps loop
occurrence at a low level by three factors: the greedy algorithm
in Fig. 2, a small Tbma , and a minimum of 4 neighbours peers
have. Peers identify chunks by sequence numbers and stop
them from circling in loops by sending a chunk to a child only
once. Third, TreeClimber tolerates partitioning of the tree; the
partitions are joined by pull operations.
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A tree-hops ﬁeld is piggy-backed on buffer map messages.
Every interval of length Tsw , peers use the greedy algorithm
in Fig. 2 to ﬁnd parents to reduce tree-hops. Neighbours are
ranked by their tree-hops, and the neighbours with the lowest
tree-hops are candidate parents (lines 1–4). A peer selects its
current parent to reduce switching if it is a candidate, or a
random candidate otherwise (lines 5 and 7). A peer does not
select its children (line 6). A child must subscribe to its parent
every interval of length Tsub to keep its status as a child.
A peer accepts children up to a limit (lines 1–2 in Fig. 3).
The bandwidth for push operations are guaranteed; pull operations use the residual bandwidth. If a peer receives subscription
requests from more than one peer, it accepts the peer with
the largest upload bandwidth. TreeClimber has a preemption
mechanism (lines 4–8). Suppose a low bandwidth peer l sends
a request to peer t earlier and becomes a child. Then peer t
receives a request from a high bandwidth peer h but has no
spare push bandwidth. Peer t will accept peer h and disown
the child with the lowest bandwidth. In Fig. 1, if peer 4 arrives
earlier and attaches to peer 0, peer 1 can preempt peer 4.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We have implemented a discrete event simulator to evaluate
TreeClimber and a comparative data-driven push-pull scheme,
called FastNeighbour. In FastNeighbour, a peer selects the
neighbour with the most advanced proceeding position in
the video as its parent. To avoid frequent switching, a peer
switches to a new parent only when it has a margin of
2 seconds. Since an overlay with short edges can improve
network utilization of any tree-building algorithm, we use
same overlays for both schemes and measure a peer’s cost to
the server by its tree-hops to the server. The playback delay
refers to the time elapsed from when a chunk appears at the
server to the time the chunk is played at peers. The chunk
delivery rate is the fraction of chunks that arrive at a peer
before playback deadlines. The overhead caused by advertising
buffer maps is determined by system parameters rather than
by schemes; it is less than 1% in the simulation. Therefore, the
overhead is measured by the chunk duplication rate, which is
the fraction of duplicate chunks a peer receives or the fraction
of peers at which a chunk arrives more than once.
A. Simulation Setting
We use the Doar-Leslie model of GT-ITM [10] to generate
a sparse random graph with 3000 nodes, then add short edges.
The revised graph serves as the tracker’s repository to initialize
peers’ membership tables. The propagation delays of overlay
edges are proportional to their costs with an average of 100
ms. The streaming rate is 512 Kb/s. The chunk size is 16 KB.
Peers maintain a buffer of 480 chunks and advertise buffer map
every 1 second. Peers check whether to pull missing chunks
or switch parents every 2 seconds. Subscription interval is 10
seconds. To simulate asynchronous operations of peers, we
start peers’ interval timers with a random offset. Peers buffer
5 seconds of chunks before starting to play.

We use three upload bandwidth settings. The average bandwidth is 6.8, 4.9 and 2.8 when the resource coefﬁcient (RC) is
1.0, 0.7, and 0.4, We use two scenario. In the static scenario,
all peers join at time 0 as a “ﬂash crowd”, the server starts
streaming at time 5, and the simulation ends at time 300. In the
dynamic scenario, the peer churn rate is 10% of the population
per minute according to [3]. From time 10, a peer is turned off
every 0.2 second until 600 peers are turned off at time 130.
Then every 0.2 second, a peer is turned off and a previously
turned off peer is turned on. Statistics are collected from time
155 to 275 on peers that have never been turned off.
B. Simulation Results
1) Network Utilization: Fig. 4a shows that, in the static
scenario, TreeClimber has fewer hop counts than FastNeighbour with all three bandwidth settings. When RC is 1.0, the
average hop count is 3.66 for the SPT, 4.11 for TreeClimber,
and 6.94 for FastNeighbour. The gap between TreeClimber and
FastNeighbour is signiﬁcant considering the system has only
3000 nodes and the SPT’s height is 6. With smaller upload
bandwidth and less neighbours, the gap becomes smaller
because peers have fewer choices; both schemes increasingly
choose the same neighbour as the parent for a peer because
it is the only choice. Fig. 4b shows similar results in the
dynamic scenario. Since the overlay is constantly changing,
parameters of the overlay’s SPT cannot be obtained, so we
compare TreeClimber in the static and dynamic scenario to get
a feel of whether TreeClimber can maintain a short tree in the
presence peer churn. In the dynamic scenario, the overlays has
20% less nodes and, on average, 20% less edges; the difference
of average hop counts is within 5%.
We also plot peers’ hop counts in a pull scheme in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, the pull scheme achieves fewer hop counts than
FastNeighbour. We estimate that the reason is asynchronous
operations of peers. The availability of a chunk sometimes
propagates faster on a longer overlay path. In pull schemes,
the path a chunk traverses is independent from other chunks.
In data-driven push-pull schemes, once peers have decided on
the parent–child relationships, future chunks propagate faster
along the path even if it has more hops.
2) Playback Delay: The playback delay consists of the time
a chunk takes from the video server to a peer and the time
the chunk stays in the peer’s buffer before being played. The
delivery delay consists of the propagation delay of the edges
and the queueing delays at peers on the path. We only plot
the results in the dynamic scenario in Fig. 4c; the results in
the static scenario are similar except having smaller values.
TreeClimber has smaller playback delays than FastNeighbour
in all bandwidth settings due to less hops to the server.
The difference is not signiﬁcant since both schemes buffer
5 seconds of chunks before starting to play. When RC is 1.0,
the difference is 1 second.
3) Robustness against peer churn: TreeClimber and FastNeighbour have similar chunk delivery rates, which are 100%
when RC is 1.0 and 0.7 and approximately 99.5% when RC
is 0.4 in the dynamic scenario. Fig. 5a shows that the two
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schemes have similar chunk duplication rates. We turn off the
pull function in TreeClimber, the chunk duplication rate drops
from 1.91% to 0.28% when RC is 0.7. This result shows that
TreeClimber keeps loop occurrence at a low level. By examining the event log, we ﬁnd that duplications are mostly caused
by peers pulling urgent chunks that are pushed by parents later.
Fig. 5a and 5b shows that less upload bandwidth leads to more
pull operations and duplications. When bandwidth is smaller,
peers spend more time ﬁnding parents, hence more chunks are
pulled, resulting in more duplicated chunks.
Although chunks are mostly pushed between peers, as
shown in Fig. 5b, pull operations are necessary. Fig. 5c
shows the delivery rate when the pull function is turned
off in TreeClimber. The average is 96.0% when RC is 0.7.
Aggressive pull operations increase the chunk delivery rate
at the penalty of a higher chunk duplication rate. In the
simulation, we enlarge the emergency window to allow more
chunks to be pulled. When RC is 0.4, the chunk delivery rate
increases from 99.5% to 99.9% and the chunk duplication rate
increases from 6.9% to 19.1%.
V. C ONCLUSION
Data-driven push-pull schemes are robust against peer churn
while having a small playback delay, but the substrate Internet
utilization is not addressed. We propose a network-driven

push-pull scheme. Simulation results show that the scheme
achieves high network utilization while having a small playback delay, high robustness, and low overhead.
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